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You can’t predict the future, but you can prepare for it.

SPEAKING OF MARKETS
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What We’ll Talk About Today

Identify Your 

Key Concerns

Put Headlines 

Into Perspective

Prepare for 

What’s Ahead
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Fastest One-Third Drop in History

As of March 31, 2020

Chart is for illustrative purposes only.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 

Source: T. Rowe Price analysis using data from FactSet and RIMES.
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Fastest One-Third Drop in History

As of March 31, 2020

Chart is for illustrative purposes only.
1 Indices used are S&P 500 Index for 2020 Coronavirus, Crash of 1987, 2008 Downturn, 2000 Tech Bust, and 1970s Bear Market; and S&P 90 Composite Index shown for the Great Depression.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Source: T. Rowe Price analysis using data from PRT (an internal returns calculator), Zephyr Style Advisor, and RIMES.
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What Will the World Look Like 12 Months From Now?

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Source: T. Rowe Price analysis using data from FactSet and RIMES. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Chart is for illustrative purposes only.
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This crisis 

is overwhelming.

I don’t know how 

much longer I can 

deal with this.

This time, 

it’s different.

The market is so

crazy right now.

What can I DO?
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B

How Did the S&P 500 Do?

As of March 31, 2020, the S&P 500 was:

A Down 20% Down 7%

C Up 38% D All of the above
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How Did U.S. Large-Cap Stocks Do?

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Source: T. Rowe Price analysis using data from PRT (an internal returns calculator) and Zephyr Style Advisor.

Of all the rolling 15-calendar-

year periods starting in 

1926 and ending in 2019, 

U.S. large-cap stocks have 

never had a negative period.
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As of December 31, 2019

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Source: T. Rowe Price, created with Morningstar Direct; S&P. See Additional Disclosures. Price return calculations include dividends and capital gains. Annual returns beginning in calendar year 1970. Rolling 15-year data 

beginning in 1970. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Chart is for illustrative purposes only.

Look at the Market Through a 15-Year Lens…
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Your Returns Are Likely Different From the Headlines

100% Bonds

20% Stocks

80% Bonds

40% Stocks

60% Bonds

60% Stocks

40% Bonds

80% Stocks 

20% Bonds

100% Stocks

Return for Best Year 18.5% 22.1% 25.8% 29.7% 33.6% 37.6%

Return for Worst Year -2.0% -4.6% -13.7% -22.1% -29.8% -37.0%

Average Annual 
Nominal Return

5.6% 6.7% 7.7% 8.6% 9.5% 10.2%

Number of Down Years 2 2 3 5 5 5

Average Loss 
(in Down Years)

-1.4% -2.6% -6.2% -7.8% -12.4% -16.9%

These hypothetical portfolios combine stocks and bonds to represent a range of potential risk/reward profiles. For each allocation model, historical data are shown to represent how the portfolios would have fared in the past. 

Figures include changes in principal value and reinvested dividends and assume the portfolios are rebalanced monthly. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Past performance cannot guarantee future results.

Sources: T. Rowe Price, created with Zephyr StyleADVISOR; S&P; Bloomberg Barclays Index Ltd.; FTSE. See Additional Disclosures. Stocks, S&P 500 Index; Bonds, Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index.

25 Years Ended December 31, 2019

PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE
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PUT HEADLINES INTO PERSPECTIVE
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When Was This Published?

February 16

HSBC Bank and Apple warn of lower performance 

due to coronavirus economic disruptions

February 23

Italy reports the first major outbreak of the coronavirus 

in Europe; stock market has worst week in a decade

March 8

Stocks have worst one-day drop since 2008; Saudi Arabia 

cut oil prices, throwing the market into turmoil

March 22

3.3 million people file for unemployment benefits—

five times the previous record

Source: The New York Times
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When Was This Published?

Source: The New York Times

November 2, 1987
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Index performance is for illustrative purposes only and is not indicative of any specific investment. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.

Sources: Standard & Poor’s, Morningstar; analysis by T. Rowe Price.
1 Drop is based on the percentage drop from the highest market index value just prior to the correction to the lowest market index value. 
2 Recovery is defined as the length of time for the market to return to the previous highest market index value, rounded to the nearest number of months.

Historically, Bear Markets Have Been Temporary and 

Were Typically Followed by Longer-Term Bull Markets

% Cumulative Gain 

After Trough

Event Duration % Drop1 Recovery2 1 Year 5 Years

■ Tech Bubble Crash 2.5 years -48.77% 5 years 33.73% 101.50%

■ Pre-Iraq War 3.5 months -14.71% 2.5 months 38.22% 64.93%

■ Global Financial Crisis 1.5 years -56.39% 4 years 66.83% 174.53%

■ Greek Debt Crisis/Flash Crash 2.5 months -15.61% 4 months 30.83% 103.09%

■ Debt Ceiling Debates/S&P Downgrade 5 months -19.39% 3 months 32.00% 96.61%

■ Post QE/China Growth Slowdown 6 months -13.07% 4 months 27.29% N/A

■ January/February 2018 Correction 0.5 months -10.16% 6.5 months 4.89% N/A

■ Q4 2018 Sell-Off 2 months -19.78% 4 months 35.74% N/A

Bear Market

Correction
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– Brian C. Rogers
Former T. Rowe Price Chairman and CIO

The world doesn’t end 

that often.



PREPARE FOR WHAT’S AHEAD
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Kick

Direction

Left 32%

Center 29%

Right 39%

When Facing a Stressful Situation, We Have a Bias 

for Action

Data does not add to 100% due to rounding. Source: Bar-Eli, Michael, et al., Action bias among elite soccer goalkeepers: The case of penalty kicks, Journal of Economic Psychology (28) 207, pg. 612.
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Kick Keeper

Direction Jumped

Left 32% 49%

Center 29% 6%

Right 39% 44%

But That Bias for Action Doesn’t Always Work 

in Our Favor 

Data does not add to 100% due to rounding. Source: Bar-Eli, Michael, et al., Action bias among elite soccer goalkeepers: The case of penalty kicks, Journal of Economic Psychology (28) 207, pg. 612.
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What (Not) to Do

I can’t believe how much 

I’ve lost already! Just put me 

in something safe.
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Index performance is for illustrative purposes only and is not indicative of any specific investment. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.

Sources: Standard & Poor’s, Morningstar; analysis by T. Rowe Price.

The "anxious" style of investor is assumed to be invested in 3-month Treasury bills as a cash equivalent. The $2,000 contributed each quarter in this example assumes minimal interest earned. The anxious style of investor also 

assumes that cash is invested in Treasury bills during those periods when not invested in the stock market. The performance of stocks shown is that of the S&P 500 Stock Index, which measures the performance of large-

capitalization companies that represent a broad spectrum of the U.S. economy. This chart is for illustrative purposes only. 

The Fear of Loss Is Great and Can Lead to Bad Decisions 

In the past, investors who stayed the course and maintained their stock exposure through 

market downturns tended to fare better than investors who cashed out in down markets.

OUTCOMES FOR DIFFERENT STYLES OF INVESTORS

Both began investing $2,000 each quarter beginning 2000 through 2018
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The Fear of Future Regret Is Harder for People to Master

Source: T. Rowe Price, created with Zephyr StyleADVISOR; S&P; Bloomberg Barclays Index Services Ltd. and FTSE. See Additional Disclosures. Past performance cannot guarantee future results. It is not possible to 

invest directly in an index. Chart is shown for illustrative purposes only. Stocks: S&P 500 Index, Bonds: Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index, and Cash: FTSE 3 Month US T-Bill Index.
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Annually Rebalanced Not Rebalanced

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Index performance is for illustrative purposes only and is not indicative of any specific investment. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.

Sources: Russell, MSCI, and Bloomberg Index Services Ltd.  See Additional Disclosures for more details.

Hypothetical portfolio assuming an investment on December 31, 1996, in a balanced portfolio: 36% large-cap U.S. stock (Russell 1000 Index), 6% small-cap stocks (Russell 2000 Index), 18% international stocks (MSCI EAFE Index), and 

40% U.S. investment-grade bonds (Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index). In one scenario, the portfolio is never rebalanced; in the other two scenarios, the portfolio is rebalanced quarterly and rebalanced annually to maintain 

the original target asset allocation.
1Risk is measured by standard deviation. Standard deviation is a measure of volatility that indicates the range of possible outcomes for a portfolio—positive or negative—over a given period of time. The higher the standard deviation, the 

greater the volatility or market risk.

Now May Be an Opportune Time to Rebalance

Technology 

Bubble

Financial 

Crisis

$315,207

Annualized Return Risk1

5.45% 7.55%

Annualized Return Risk1

5.90% 8.73%

$289,757

Annual Rebalancing Contributed 

$25,450 More Value

Regular rebalancing can help keep your asset allocation on track and aligned with 
your long-term investment objectives.

As of December 31, 2019
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Review Your Financial Plan With Your Advisor, 

and Consider These Potential Actions 

Younger Investors

▪ Understand short-term cash flow needs 

▪ Review three- to five-year goals, consider 

dollar cost averaging

Preretirees

▪ Review your financial plan with your advisor. 

Do you need to adjust?

▪ Cost/benefit analysis of adjusting retirement 

date, including impact to Social Security

Retirees

▪ Review cash 

reserves, sources 

of income not 

impacted by 

markets

▪ Consider how 

incremental 

change could 

impact overall plan 
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Speaking of Markets Resources 

Better investment outcomes are possible. Understanding the market and how to 

respond to changing conditions can help you achieve them.

For illustrative purposes only.

▪ Keep a long-term 

perspective

▪ Stay diversified ▪ Remember to rebalance
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Additional Disclosures

Source for Bloomberg Barclays index data: Bloomberg Index Services Limited.

Copyright © 2020, S&P Global Market Intelligence (and its affiliates, as applicable). Reproduction of any information, data or material, including ratings (“Content”) in 

any form is prohibited except with the prior written permission of the relevant party. Such party, its affiliates and suppliers (“Content Providers”) do not guarantee the 

accuracy, adequacy, completeness, timeliness or availability of any Content and are not responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless 

of the cause, or for the results obtained from the use of such Content. In no event shall Content Providers be liable for any damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or 

losses (including lost income or lost profit and opportunity costs) in connection with any use of the Content. A reference to a particular investment or security, a rating 

or any observation concerning an investment that is part of the Content is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold such investment or security, does not address 

the suitability of an investment or security and should not be relied on as investment advice. Credit ratings are statements of opinions and are not statements of fact.

London Stock Exchange Group plc and its group undertakings (collectively, the “LSE Group”). © LSE Group 2020. FTSE Russell is a trading name of certain of the 

LSE Group companies. Russell® is a trademark of the relevant LSE Group companies and is used by any other LSE Group company under license. All rights in the 

FTSE Russell indexes or data vest in the relevant LSE Group company which owns the index or the data. Neither LSE Group nor its licensors accept any liability for 

any errors or omissions in the indexes or data and no party may rely on any indexes or data contained in this communication. No further distribution of data from the 

LSE Group is permitted without the relevant LSE Group company’s express written consent. The LSE Group does not promote, sponsor or endorse the content of 

this communication. The LSE Group is not responsible for the formatting or configuration of this material or for any inaccuracy in T. Rowe Price Associates’ 

presentation thereof.

©2020 Morningstar, Inc. All rights reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or 

distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete, or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses 

arising from any use of this information. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

MSCI and its affiliates and third party sources and providers (collectively, “MSCI”) makes no express or implied warranties or representations and shall have no 

liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data contained herein. The MSCI data may not be further redistributed or used as a basis for other indices or any 

securities or financial products. This report is not approved, reviewed, or produced by MSCI. Historical MSCI data and analysis should not be taken as an indication 

or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. None of the MSCI data is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to 

make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such.
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Important Information

This material is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to be investment advice or a recommendation to take any particular investment action. 

The views contained herein are those of the authors as of the date noted and are subject to change without notice. These views may differ from those of other 

T. Rowe Price associates. Information and opinions, including forecasts and forward-looking statements, are derived from proprietary and nonproprietary sources 

deemed to be reliable; the accuracy of those sources is not guaranteed, and actual results may differ materially from expectations. Investors should seek 

independent legal and financial advice, including advice as to tax consequences, before making any investment decision.

Under no circumstances should this material, in whole or in part, be copied, redistributed, or shown to any person without prior consent from T. Rowe Price. This 

material does not constitute a distribution, offer, invitation, recommendation, or solicitation to sell or buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This material does not 

constitute investment advice and should not be relied upon as such. Investors should seek independent legal and financial advice, including advice as to tax 

consequences, before making any investment decision.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. All investments are subject to market risk, including the possible loss of principal.

Fixed income securities are subject to credit risk, liquidity risk, call risk, and interest rate risk. As interest rates rise, bond prices generally fall.

Index performance is for illustrative purposes only and is not indicative of any specific investment. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. 

All charts and tables are shown for illustrative purposes only.

Information contained herein is based upon sources we consider to be reliable; we do not, however, guarantee its accuracy.

T. Rowe Price Investment Services, Inc., Distributor.

T. Rowe Price Retirement Plan Services, Inc.

© 2020 T. Rowe Price. All rights reserved. T. Rowe Price, INVEST WITH CONFIDENCE, and the bighorn sheep design are, collectively and/or apart, trademarks of 

T. Rowe Price Group, Inc.
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